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Open your eyes to a world of discovery. Travel from Earth to the ends of the known universe. Space is a colorful first
guide to astronomy packed with facts about space exploration, the solar system, planets, stars, galaxies, and much
more.

He has a medical condition, often equated with Treacher Collins syndrome , which has left his face disfigured.
Due to his condition, August has been homeschooled by his mother; however, wanting him to experience a
larger world, his parents enroll him into Beecher Middle School for the start of fifth grade. On his first day of
school, August tries not to draw attention to himself. His efforts are in vain, and Julian, one of the students
whom the principal has asked to help August at school, immediately bullies him for his appearance. The
situation comes to a head on Halloween when August, disguised in a costume, overhears Jack joining in with
the bullying. Returning to school, August ignores Jack but admits to Summer that he had overheard the
incident. Jack, feeling ashamed, punches Julian in the mouth and is suspended from school. Over the Winter
break, Jack attempts reconciliation with August. As the school year progresses, the bullying August faces
become more serious and extends to Jack as well. Julian manipulates several friends into turning against
August and Jack. August overhears and storms out of the room. Her family celebrates by taking her and
Miranda out for dinner. At the end of the school year, the students are invited on a three-day school trip to a
nature reserve. August is initially concerned about going. However, upon hearing that Julian will not be
attending, August decides to join his friends on the trip. August lost his hearing aids and started hearing ocean
sounds. One of the boys said "your hearing aids fell off. With the summer vacation fast approaching, August is
informed that Julian will not be returning to Beecher Prep for the next grade. Main characters[ edit ] August
"Auggie" Pullman: His face is deformed due to a type of "bulofacial dysostosis", [8]: He faces many
difficulties when he goes into his first year of middle school after being schooled by his parents for many
years. In the end, he is able to make new friends and accept himself for who he is. She talks about the boy
Auggie and the hardships of being a sister of someone who is deformed in Part 2. Often, Via feels jealous. She
often scolds herself and feels guilty for feeling this way. She sits next to him at lunch on the first day of school
when no one else would. She is always very kind to him. Isabel and Nate Pullman: Isabel and Nate work with
Auggie to make sure going to regular school instead of being homeschooled is ultimately his decision. The
school bully of the grade. He dislikes Auggie and convinces the other students that if they touch him, they will
develop "The Plague. He has a main part in "Our Town" with Via at their high school. He also mentions that
he has "tics," especially when he is nervous and describes them as "hard blinks" and "the occasional head pull.
She is generally nice to Auggie and warned Jack about the "boy war" declared by Julian. He is a 7th grader
who bullies August when he goes to a sleepaway camp. As he makes precepts for every month for the class to
ponder, Auggie marvels at these precepts. Browne wants to give Auggie a good year at Beecher. Via,
Miranda, and Ella were friends. Miranda had recently cut her hair into a bob and dyed it pink, and dressed in a
manner that she would have never dressed before. Miranda took care of August and thought of him as her own
"little brother;" when she went to summer camp immediately previous to the events in the book. She was the
one who gave him his astronaut helmet he would wear to conceal his face, and they would also sing " Space
Oddity " by David Bowie together, and she would call him " Major Tom " after the astronaut in the song. The
director of Beecher Prep. He is extremely welcoming and positive towards Auggie throughout the course of
the school year. He tries his hardest to make him feel welcome at school. He delivers an important speech at
graduation where he says "if every single person in this room made it a rule that wherever you are, whenever
you can, you will try to act a little kinder than is necessary - the world would be a better place.
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"Space" is a book in the Discovery Kids Eye Wonder series. It is an excellent resource for learning about the planets,
space travel, the universe, and more. It has lots of great detailed photos that were taken from satellites.
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Eye Wonder: Space (Eyewonder) - Kindle edition by Carole Stott. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device,
PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Eye Wonder: Space
(Eyewonder).
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Explore the solar system, study astronomy, and discover fun facts about space shuttles with Eye Wonder: Space. From
the huge volcanoes of Venus to the massive storms on Jupiter, Pluto, and the comets, plus how astronauts sleep in
space, the secrets of the stars, and our future in space, every page.

5: Eye Wonder: Space by Carole Stott
About Eye Wonder: Space. Explore the solar system, study astronomy, and discover fun facts about space shuttles with
Eye Wonder: www.enganchecubano.com the huge volcanoes of Venus to the massive storms on Jupiter, Pluto, and the
comets, plus how astronauts sleep in space, the secrets of the stars, and our future in space, every page lets the reader
discover new and fascinating facts about our universe.

6: Ebook Horse (Eye Wonder)
Space DK Eye Wonder by Simon Holland - Hardcover Book Great For Home School Pre-Owned out of 5 stars - Space
DK Eye Wonder by Simon Holland - Hardcover Book Great For Home School.

7: Space (Eye Wonder) () by Simon Holland
Space is a colorful first guide to astronomy packed with facts about space exploration, the solar system, planets, stars,
galaxies, and much more. Dramatic, atmospheric photography provides a wealth of visual information.

8: Eye Wonder: Space by Carole Stott | www.enganchecubano.com
Carole Stott has written more than 20 books on astronomy and space, and is a feature writer for the UK magazine
Astronomy Now. Carole authored Kingfisher's popular I Wonder Why Stars Twinkle and Other Questions About Space
and The Best-Ever Book of Astronomy.

9: Wonder (Palacio novel) - Wikipedia
Explore the solar system, study astronomy, and discover fun facts about space shuttles with Eye Wonder: Space. From
the huge volcanoes of Venus to the massive storms on Jupiter, Pluto, and the comets, plus how astronauts sleep in
space, the secrets of the stars, and our future in space, every page lets the reader discover new and fascinating facts
about our universe.
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